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FWinc Online Policy

1. Purpose

Funny Wonders Inc. (FWinc), as an organisation, aims to provide opportunities for people to experience 
and participate in creative arts in a supportive, safe environment. The purpose of this policy is to outline 
the regulation of our online presence and to ensure the safety of its members and associates. 

2. Scope

This Policy applies to all FWinc online sites and to all members and associates of FWinc. 

3. Definitions

FWinc online sites are all internet-based sites and accounts associated with FWinc which currently include 
the: FWinc website, Facebook fan page and group, FWinc Twitter account and the FWinc Youtube page.

The website refers to http://www.funnywonders.org.uk and any web page within the site. 

A user is anyone using, reading or visiting FWinc online sites.

Content refers to any information, data, text, graphics, video, audio, images, links or programming code 
contained or available on FWinc online sites.

A contribution refers to any information, text or images that users contribute to FWinc online sites.

A contributor is anyone who contributes to FWinc online sites. 

A cookie is a small file that is stored in browsers and devices by websites to give visitors a more 
personalized experience and enable other cookie-based features.

4. Statement

The role of FWinc online sites is to represent FWinc on the internet, inform users of our organisation and 
events and share our activities with them. Online sites are for use by all people of all ages. 

FWinc maintains its online sites and is responsible for their content. All content and items on the FWinc 
website and FWinc posts on social media sites, unless otherwise stated, are copyright of FWinc. FWinc is 
the owner of all intellectual property rights on the FWinc website and its posts on social media sites. 

FWinc aims to update and publish correct and complete information but will not accept any responsibility 
for loss or damage directly or indirectly caused by the use of FWinc online sites, the reliance on the 
information on FWinc online sites or due to the loss of information on FWinc online sites. 

FWinc does not accept any responsibility for any loss, disruption or damage to the data on its users’ 
computer systems that may occur while using material derived from FWinc online sites; although we aim 
to make it safe to use. FWinc recommends the use of an anti-virus programme to reduce the risk of such 
occurrences. 
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FWinc does not guarantee uninterrupted or error-free access to its online sites or the sites to which it 
links; or that its online sites or the server that makes the website available are free of viruses and/or 
bugs. 

All external links provided on FWinc online sites are provided for information and convenience only. FWinc
is not responsible for the contents, reliability or policies of any websites to which the sites provides links, 
does not necessarily endorse the views expressed within them and does not assure the quality or 
suitability of any products or services advertised or offered. Link listings or reference to any third party 
organisation, commercial products or services (by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, supplier or 
otherwise) should not be taken as endorsement of any kind. 

FWinc is committed to safeguarding the privacy of users of its online sites. All information submitted 
through FWinc online sites and provided to us will be handled in accordance with the FWinc Data 
Protection & Confidentiality Policy. Communication not in the public domain (i.e. through private 
messaging or emailing) will remain in the private domain. By submitting information consent is given to 
use and store the information. 

FWinc will not automatically add users’ details to marketing databases and offer an opt-out option. 

FWinc will only use information and media on FWinc online sites that we have permission to use. FWinc 
aims to balance the risk of including images of participants and design principles. 

FWinc has non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free, perpetual, non-revocable licence to use any 
contribution made to its online sites. The contributor will still own the copyright of the contribution but 
FWinc has the right to distribute, adapt, modify, display, reproduce and transmit any information within 
the contribution without any duty to account to the contributor. By contributing to public domains of 
FWinc online sites, the contributor grants other users to view and copy such information for personal use. 

FWinc may change the content and update this policy at any time. 

5. Legislation

5.1 Data Protection Act 1998
This Act governs the protection of personal data about a living and identifiable individual in the UK. 
Businesses with an online presence that collect or store information from prospective clients 
including email addresses for the purpose of supplying goods or services must register under the DPA 
1998. Due to the nature of FWinc as a Company and the nature of our work we are exempt from 
registration. 

5.2 Electronic-Commerce (EC Directive) Regulations 2002
The E-Commerce Directive (and therefore the Regulations) is to ensure the free movement of 
‘information society services’ (all commercial online services) across the European Union and to 
encourage greater use of e-commerce by breaking down barriers across Europe and boost consumer 
confidence and trust by clarifying the rights and obligations of businesses and consumers. The 
regulations apply to all commercial websites not just e-commerce businesses covering all those who 
offer online information, commercial communications, advertise goods or services online, provide 
tools for search, access and retrieval of data, video on demand and operating a communications 
network.

As FWinc do not conduct business online or offer any of the above we are not subject to all of the 
requirements outlined in these regulations; however we must provide users with: the full name and 
registration number of the company; the geographic address of the company’s registered office; the 
place of registration; full, direct contact details; details of any trade or professional association 
memberships; clear and unambiguous prices where applicable; and a VAT number if registered. 
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Furthermore, marketing emails must clearly identify: that it is a commercial communication; the 
person on whose behalf it is being sent; and if appropriate, that the communication is a promotional 
offer or competition and conditions must be clear, unambiguous and easily accessible.

5.3 Privacy and Electronic Communications Regulations 2003
This law refers to direct electronic marketing. The Regulations make it unlawful to send someone 
direct marketing who has not specifically granted permission via an opt-in agreement unless there is a
previous relationship between the parties. 

Also under these regulations, if websites collect or store information from prospective clients or 
other users then certain information must be disclosed on the website in the form of a Privacy Policy 
(see section 10). Users must be: able to opt out of any disclosure; advised who will be using the 
information and who it may be disclosed to; advised of cookie usage. 

5.4 Companies Act 2006
This Act provides a comprehensive code of company law for the UK and superseded the Companies 
Act 1985. Regarding websites, companies must display their company name; company number; place 
of registration; registered office address; provision of details of any trade or professional association 
memberships; VAT number if registered; and the service provider email address on their websites. 
Company and VAT registration details, if applicable, should be in the footnote of every web page. 

5.5 Equality Act 2010
This Act replaced (in part) the Disability Discriminations Act 1995 which made it unlawful to 
discriminate against disabled persons in connection with employment, the provision of goods, 
facilities and services or the disposal or management of premises. The Equality Act 2010 requires 
equal treatment in access to employment, private and public services regardless of the protected 
characteristics. 

Business websites must be accessible to disabled users including the partially sighted and the blind.

5.6 World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Standards
The W3C is an organisation to maintain international standards for the World Wide Web by developing
protocols and guidelines. These refer to design principles, access to the web, sharing information and
data and social relationships. These standards are not law. 

5.7 General Data Protection Regulation 2018
The GDPR is an extension of the DPA 1998. Every organisation that processes personal data within the
EU (or outside the EU that offer goods or services to individuals in the EU) must be compliant with 
new GDPR by 25th May 2018 including charities and voluntary organisations. Please see the FWinc Data
Protection & Confidentiality Policy for more information. 

6. Online Site Use

No member or associate of the FWinc should:

 access, without authority, interfere with, alter, damage or disrupt any part of FWinc online sites or 
any equipment or network on which the sites are stored/hosted

 breach any applicable local, national or international law or regulation when using FWinc online 
sites

 knowingly transmit any data, send or upload any material that contains viruses, Trojan horses, 
worms, time-bombs, keystroke loggers, spyware, adware or any other harmful programs or similar 
computer code designed to adversely affect the operation of any computer software or hardware
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 act in any way which is likely to, or does, damage the reputation of FWinc when using the internet 
on behalf of FWinc

 reproduce, duplicate, copy or re-sell any part of FWinc online sites
 make known any FWinc password in your possession or let any other person or organisation use it
 transmit, procure or upload any unsolicited or unauthorised advertising or promotional material or 

any other form of similar solicitation
 act in a way that breaches the FWinc Data Protection & Confidentiality Policy.

7. Writing and Information

FWinc aims for the information on FWinc online sites to be relevant, timely, accurate and complete.  The 
information should reflect the position and thoughts of the organisation and not one particular person. 

All sources of information should be identified and referenced. If more than one person is contributing to 
FWinc online sites, the person responsible for writing each post or piece of information should be 
indicated by the initials or name of the author at its end.

All communication should be clear and grammatically correct and edited and approved by the FWinc 
Online Officer (FWincOO). 

The company name and company number of FWinc should be displayed at the base of every page on the 
website. 

8. Contact

It should be clear on all FWinc online sites how to get in touch with the FWinc team, how to make 
comments, complaints and suggestions. 

We should not display individual email addresses on FWinc online sites to remove the risk of receiving 
spam and the harvesting of email addresses. 

9. Design and Accessibility

All online sites should have a consistent look and feel where possible to customise them. Links should be in
standard positions on each page. All sites should be navigatable and employ the use of a breadcrumb trail 
when possible. 

All text should be easily readable in terms of font used, font size and colour. 

Designs should consider the browsers which will be used to view the sites, the page layout, size of images,
screen resolution and the colour scheme in order to provide quick and trouble-free viewing. 

10. Privacy

User information is only collected on the website where the enquiry form requests a name and an email 
address. Only FWinc collects and has access to this information. Any data stored by FWinc online sites or 
server software will only be used to improve the functioning of the site, meet the needs of its users and 
provide FWinc with anonymous, statistical information: in all other circumstances data will be used in 
accordance with the FWinc Data Protection & Confidentiality Policy. 

Cookies are used by Wix.com (the website builder platform and host). We are required by EU law to 
inform website visitors of cookie use and to obtain their consent for their use. A 'Cookie Alert Pop-Up' App 
is installed on the website to inform new viewers of cookie use. The App was created and developed at 
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Wix.com and is compliant with EU law. The pop-up appears once when a visitor first visits the website and
is active on all pages should they arrive at the website on a page other than the homepage. 

Google Analytics is used to analyse the FWinc website. The cookies used by Wix.com are meant to enhance
the user's experience when viewing the website. They are primarily social Flash cookies and cookies that 
allow data to reach Google Analytics. They store preferences or display content based upon what is 
viewed on the site and to personalize their visit. 

11. Safety  

11.1 Protection from Harm
It is a priority of FWinc that all users are safe from harm whilst using FWinc online sites. Social media
posts should be regularly monitored by the FWincOO and reported if their content is abusive. To 
prevent online abuse opportunities for comments on the FWinc website should be reduced. 

To faciliate the report of online abuse a 'Report Abuse' button should be put on the FWinc website 
and be easily visible enabling abusive content on ours or any other website or social media site to be 
reported to the CEOP Command. 

To prevent online abuse or contact with age-inappropriate content at FWinc activities, devices with 
internet-access should not be used during FWinc activities unless their use is part of the activity. In 
this case, its use should be supervised. 

11.2 Personal Safety
With regards to keeping identities, data and computers safe from cyber attackers, hackers and theft,
users are advised to:

 regularly back-up their computers and files
 protect their computers with anti-virus software
 activate Firewalls
 regularly check for and update software and operating systems
 regularly scan your computer files for viruses and malware
 remove unneeded software
 not use unsupported operating systems such as Windows XP
 use strong, complex, hard-to-guess passwords - better to write down and hide a complex 

password than use simple ones; use small caps, capitals, numbers and permitted punctuation
marks

 not let computers remember your log-in details or passwords
 ensure you log-out of your accounts when using public computers
 ensure any public computers you use do not save or remember your account log-in details
 not open links in emails from unknown people/companies
 not download attachments in emails from unknown people/companies
 not respond to any email requesting you to log-in or pass over account details
 not download files from untrusted websites
 check sending email addresses of seemingly official emails
 check website addresses are authentic and not copy-cat sites
 report spam, phisphing emails through your email server
 report fraud and cyber crime to Action Fraud (link below)
 restrict the use of removable media such as USB drives, CDs, DVDs and flashdrives
 scan unknown removeable media before opening files
 encrypt external hard-drives containing FWinc data
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12. Use of Information

FWinc-copyright-protected material may be reproduced free of charge in any format or medium for 
research, private study or for internal circulation within an organisation subject to the material being 
reproduced accurately, not used in a misleading context, the source identified and the copyright status 
acknowledged.

It is not necessary to obtain permission to link to FWinc online sites however we do not permit our online 
sites to be loaded into frames on another website. 

The information on FWinc online sites may not be used for financial gain or commercial purposes without 
prior written permission of FWinc. Copying the FWinc logo or any other third party logo accessed via FWinc
online sites is not permitted without the prior consent of the relevant copyright owner. 

13. Use of Images

No image will be used without the prior consent of its subjects either directly or via a 
parent/guardian/carer if the subject is under the age of eighteen years. 

We will not name or tag those featured in images. We will use images of groups when possible and 
appropriate. We will only use images that are appropriate with respect to dress, activity and emotion of 
those featured. 

Copying the images or any other third party images accessed via FWinc online sites is not permitted 
without the prior consent of the relevant copyright owner. 

14. Website Accounts and Intranet

Any user of an account of the website intranet is responsible for any access of the services made using 
their username and password. No user should allow another user to access or use their account. No user 
should access or use someone else’s account. FWinc recommends the use of a unique, non-obvious 
username and a unique, non-obvious password that contains both letters and numbers. 

If any breach of this policy occurs through a user’s account, appropriate action will be taken; this includes
but is not limited to:

 immediate, temporary or permanent withdrawal of their account
 immediate, temporary or permanent removal of any content written or uploaded by the user
 legal proceedings against the user for reimbursement of any costs incurred or on an indemnity 

basis resulting from the breach
 enforcement of the FWinc Disciplinary Policy

15. Disclaimer

The following disclaimer should appear on the website:

This disclaimer governs your use of our website; by using our website, you accept this disclaimer in full. If 
you disagree with any part of this disclaimer, do not use our website. Unless otherwise stated, FWinc owns
the intellectual property rights and the copyright of all content on the website.

The disclaimer should appear at first use of the website and one at least one website page.
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16. Implementation of this Policy

The FWinc Team and those with access to change the content and design of our online sites will be made 
aware of this policy, the content of this policy and the procedures outlined within it. 

This Policy will be available at permanent premises used by FWinc and on the FWinc website. 

17. Responsibilities

It is the responsibility of the FWinc Board of Directors to appoint an Online Officer (FWincOO). 

It is the responsibility of the FWincOO to: write, edit or approve all content on the FWinc website and 
FWinc posts on FWinc social media sites.

It is the responsibility of FWinc members and associates to use FWinc online sites in an appropriate 
manner. 

18. Complaints

Complaints regarding the procedures or handling of the procedures mentioned in this Policy, the Policy 
itself or any other matter should follow the FWinc Complaints Procedure outlined in the FWinc Complaints 
Policy.

19. Review

This Policy will be reviewed by the FWinc Board of Directors annually or as-and-when issues arise. 

20. External Contacts

National Crime Agency CEOP Command (Online Protection) http://ceop.police.uk/
Action Fraud (report fraud or cyber crime) www.actionfraud.police.uk/
Get Safe Online (advice) www.getsafeonline.org/
Cyber Streetwise (advice) www.cyberstreetwise.com
Cyber Aware (advice) www.cyberaware.gov.uk/

21. Policy History

Policy written Mar 2015
Policy adopted Apr 2015
Re-adopted June 2016
Amended and re-adopted Aug 2017
Re-adopted May 2018
Re-adopted Apr 2019
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